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Intro to Contract Intelligence
A Guide to Harnessing the Impact of AI for Contracts
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Introduction

Without AI, all CLM can really do is digitize your 
filing cabinet. 

As you venture deeper into the contract management market, you might encounter vendors 
claiming that AI will enhance reporting but won’t have a meaningful impact on your day-to-
day. They might go as far to say AI isn’t integral to modern contracting, and that if you want 
efficiency, all you need is good contract lifecycle management (CLM) software. 

These vendors aren’t entirely wrong. Traditional CLM platforms might be able to help you 
organize your contracts. But they still require data entry and manual performance tracking. 
When you settle on legacy CLM, what you win in minor efficiency gains you sacrifice in 
greater business outcomes. 

AI is what powers contract management solutions to deliver actual value to the business 
— value in the form of insights that legal, procurement, finance, and sales teams can act 
on. These insights come from a new mode of interacting with business agreements called 
contract intelligence. Contract intelligence enables modern companies to improve 
compliance, negotiate better deals, manage spend, and find compelling opportunities.

In this guide we explore what contract intelligence is, how it works, its defining benefits, and 
common applications across the organization. 
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What is 
Contract 
Intelligence?Deep

and 
Active

Learning

Contract intelligence is the use of AI to supercharge contract 
management applications, powering smart decisions, successful 
businesses, and more fulfilling work. 

Specifically, the AI behind contract intelligence uses a combination of 
deep learning and active learning. Deep learning means the AI has been 
pre-trained on millions of contract types and clause examples so that it 
can detect standard fields and provisions with a high (+90%) level 
of accuracy. 

Because of this deep learning basis, a company that buys a contract 
intelligence platform can search through hundreds of thousands of 
contracts in their repository on day one. Instantly, they can get an 
overview of their standard language coverage ratio, upcoming renewals, 
and other key data points. 

Active learning means that business users can adjust what kind of 
insights the platform delivers without help from IT or professional 
services. This is the heart of contract intelligence: being able to 
understand what’s in your contracts quickly as privacy laws, regulations, 
and business needs evolve. 

       For example, a data protection officer can give the platform 
10 examples of language in third-party contracts that 
mention adherence to Privacy Shield standards. The platform 
will identify all other contracts that include similar language, 
even in third party paper and poorly-scanned PDFs, so the 
officer knows which contracts will need to be amended to 
comply with new GDPR requirements. 

 Once it’s identified the contracts that need clause updates, 
a system with built-in approval workflows and e-signature 
can automate the process of amending agreements and 
sending a letter with new language to vendors or clients for 
signature. This keeps all documents in one system, prevents 
the creation of duplicates, and ties all amendments to the 
master agreement.
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Why AI is No Longer a Luxury

1 Volume of contracts: Businesses can’t manage agreements 
at scale without AI fine-tuned to analyze, organize, and create 
contracts 

2 Pace of modern business: There are no real tech alternatives 
that equip contracting teams to execute agreements at the 
speed they need to stay competitive

3 COVID-19: Unforeseen disruptive events require omni-access 
to contracts while remote work makes manual contracting 
processes all but impossible

4 Data privacy and compliance regulations: New regulations 
have dramatically increased the risk of non-compliant 
contracts

The need 
for AI is 
driven 
by a few 
factors:

Businesses can no longer live without contract intelligence. Contract intelligence converts 
legal data into actionable insights. In an increasingly complicated world, businesses need to 
act on these insights quickly to mitigate risk, save money, and outlast their competition. 

For a more technical primer on AI for contracts, download our guide to AI and ML for CLM. 

https://www.evisort.com/resource/evisort-whitepaper-understanding-ai-and-machine-learning-for-contract-lifecycle-management/
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What Does a Contract Intelligence Platform Look Like?

 Works “out-of-the-box,” can tag clauses and provisions on    
 a document sight unseen in just a few seconds

 Reads at the word level: Deep learning AI trains by example like a young  
 lawyer would

 Doesn’t break with new material

 Doesn’t require months of AI training or professional services to set up

 Doesn’t require users to change storage or naming systems

 Learns to track new clauses and provisions with 5-10 examples

 Makes it easy for any user from any department to train algorithms 

 Offers configurable workflows while uniting data from across the 
 organization into a central repository 

 Knows that every contract is a little bit different, and can track a diverse set  
 of provisions for different departments

 Recognizes third-party contracts

 Integrates with other business systems such as Box, Sharepoint, Salesforce,  
 DocuSign, and SAP Ariba

Flexible:

Intuitive:

Accessible:
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 Filters through tens of thousands of contracts at a glance 

 Locates clauses (such as indemnification) that appear in multiple sections

 Tracks the status of pre-signature contracts 

What Does a Contract Intelligence Platform Look Like?

 Can report on any important data point, such as renewal dates or which  
 parties signed certain clauses  

 Notifies users in advance of renewal or termination dates

 Learns to track new clauses quickly when business or market conditions  
 change (such as Force Majure for COVID-19) 
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Transparent: 

Actionable: 
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System
Wide

Defining Benefits 
of a Contract 
Intelligence 
Platform
End-to-End System

Description
Manages your entire contract lifecycle from drafting, 
approving, negotiating, signing/execution, storing, analyzing, 
reporting, and data tracking (including expiration/renewal 
information) in a single platform. Users can quickly 
build templates and workflows using data from existing 
agreements to inform the best clauses for contracts in the 
pre-signature stage. Once signed, automatically tracks 
obligations and analyzes performance.

Intelligence Factor
Uses pre- and post-signature data to proactively negotiate 
better terms, speed up contract creation and approval, and 
ensure contracts start and end on your terms. 
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Defining Benefits of a Contract Intelligence Platform

System
Wide

Advanced Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR)

Description
Reads hundreds of different contract types, including blurry scans, 
non-templated contracts and third-party paper. Scans PDFs and 
converts them into editable Word Documents in seconds while 
preserving the original.

Intelligence Factor
Corrects document translation errors and spelling errors. Extracts 
complex objects such as tables from PDFs, understands the 
contents, and converts them into a searchable, reportable 
format. Identifies contract type, non-standard third-party clauses, 
counterparty names, and expiration dates. 

Description
Standard integrations with ERP, CRM, and local drive systems enable users to automatically 
push/pull contracts into the platform via bi-directional sync. Search and report on 
documents without having to open a dedicated application. Push/pull additional data to 
e-signature tools. 

Intelligence Factor
Makes contract intelligence insights available in existing tools, no need to rip and replace. 
Users can organically train new AI models as they interact with their usual applications. 

Integration
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Defining Benefits of a Contract Intelligence Platform

Pre-
Signature

AI-guided Workflows

Description
Users can build as many fully customizable workflows as they 
need whenever they need to and easily update them on the fly (for 
example, when personnel changes or when new privacy regulations 
take effect).

Intelligence Factor
Audits workflows and guides users step-by-step to incorporate 
elements of the best-performing workflows into their gold-standard 
templates. AI also drives smarter negotiating by reviewing 
pre-sig contracts and offering language suggestions based on 
previous deals. 
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Post-
Signature

Out-of-the-box AI Training

Defining Benefits of a Contract Intelligence Platform

Reporting

Description
Reporting tool allows for searches by party name, contract type, 
expiration date, effective date, clause/provision language — virtually 
any data field businesses need now or later. Export these points 
into a business intelligence dashboard to see insights such as: how 
many contracts can be terminated for convenience in the next six 
months, how many contracts would be affected by a local regulatory 
change, and how many contracts contain a provision that protects 
you against a certain liability. 

Intelligence Factor
Incorporates the advanced text-based searching tools users have 
adapted to in other parts of their life. Users can combine multiple 
filters for complex logic, search for/within a provision, search for 
certain words appearing with the provision (e.g. “terminate”), and 
more. Reporting prowess evolves over time — users can remove or 
add new fields to track as needed. 

Description
A system that’s pre-trained on millions of documents can read hundreds 
of contract types at +90% accuracy out-of-the-box. This enables the 
platform to identify dozens of common provisions sight unseen, and learn 
additional custom phases, keywords, and provisions with high accuracy 
from training on just a few samples.

Intelligence Factor
Pre-trained AI enables non-technical users to track any new data field 
with training on ~10 examples found within existing contracts, instead 
of the hundreds that legacy systems may require. No need to supply 
hundreds of examples or recruit help training custom algorithms from 
professional services or IT. Users can decide what kind of intelligence 
they want to optimize for and execute on it quickly.
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Enterprise
Wide

Contract 
Intelligence 
Use Cases
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Contract Intelligence Use Cases

Legal:
• Know when every contract will expire or renew even across siloed systems  
 such as ERP, CRM, local drives, and homegrown systems   

• Track provisions and obligations while controlling for data accuracy, costs,  
 response times, and staffing needs

• Navigate and comply with new and changing regulations, including data
 privacy, health information, and information security standards

Key CI Insight
Transparent and accessible reporting enables legal departments to quickly 
service contract insights to finance, procurement, sales, and executive teams, 
helping them add significant value to the business.

Procurement: 
• Speed up vendor onboarding, even with a high volume of contracts and a  
 diverse set of vendors, by automating internal contract review

• Consolidate vendors based on service overlap to save costs

• Inform future deals by analyzing performance insights of past agreements 

•  Benchmark upcoming expiration, renewal, and compliance deadlines to  
 prevent unwanted costs or terminations

Key CI Insight
Pre-trained AI simplifies the pre-signature process and automatically tracks 
important relationship data in post-signature agreements. This enables 
procurement professionals to operationalize key negotiated items such as 
rebates and payment terms to get ahead of upcoming cost or risk events.



Contract Intelligence Use Cases
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Enterprise Wide: 
• De-duplicate manual effort spent tracking the same data points in siloed  
 business systems 

• Extract data from teams’ favorite applications and centralize it in one 
 location without forcing teams to change tools

• Allow different departments to create custom workflows and reporting rules  
 based on their needs

• Give every user in every department the benefit of AI

Key CI Insight
AI helps the whole company make smarter, faster decisions. Integrations with 
business systems provide enterprise-wide access to contract intelligence while 
keeping the data consistent across the organization.

Finance: 
• Gain efficiency through a single contracting dashboard and automated   
 workflows 

• Streamline and inform provisions in future deals by analyzing performance  
 insights of past agreements 

• Audit across all or a subset of agreements to consolidate vendors, advocate  
 for volume-based discounts, get ahead of renewals, improve DSO and more

Key CI Insight
Integrated, transparent platform provides a single place for finance teams to 
get insights into market conditions, liquidity, and supplier relationships that 
business partners can understand and act on.
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Sales: 

• Configure workflows on the fly for different types of contracts 

• Rely on one platform for creating new contracts and checking the status of  
 in-flight contracts

• Proactively negotiate for favorable terms like rebates, price protections, and  
 early payment discounts 

• Execute agreements in half the time

Key CI Insight
AI contract generation tool creates agreements with standardized, 
pre-approved language, empowering sales teams to close deals faster while 
ensuring compliance.

Contract Intelligence Use Cases



About Evisort’s Contract 
Intelligence Platform

As a contract intelligence platform built by lawyers and data 
scientists, Evisort deeply understands both AI and contracts.

Evisort uses AI to help legal, procurement, sales, and finance 
teams mitigate risk and find business opportunities by turning 
contracts into accurate, actionable intelligence.

Its contract intelligence platform works within a company’s 
existing systems and document repositories to automatically 
search for and analyze key compliance provisions, review 
operational data such as vendor expiration dates or customer 
renewal terms, and generate self-service contracts with 
configurable no-code approval workflows, all of which can be 
implemented in less than 30 days without IT.

Contract intelligence has helped Evisort’s large global 
customers, such as Microsoft, NetApp, Bank of New York 
Mellon, and Keller Williams uncover millions of dollars in 
potential cost savings and revenues, as well as reducing 
compliance risk and speeding up deal closure times.

Contact Evisort to learn more about getting started with 
contract intelligence. 

For more details on how Evisort 
can support your contract 
creation and workflow approval 
process contact us:
www.evisort.com
(888) 384-7678 (EVISORT)   
info@evisort.com

http://www.evisort.com 

